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Oovernmental _Reorganization

American political scientists and civic historians

have produced a vast and rich literature on the question of

the proper or aniza ion of governMent.(1) They have focused

their concern on the appropriate organization of local govern-

ment emphasizing issues like the elected chief executive versus

the appointed city manage- whether representatives within

cities should be elected at la.:ge or by wards; and, the re-

organization of government at the state and federal levels.

More generally, the reforms include both ,Istitu-

tional and goverr- tal procevs recommendations: the council manag-

er plan, legislative r_p- sentation, the small

council non-partisan and at-large elections, pr-fessionalism,

!_he separation of polJ.cy determination from its administration,

and centralized executive responsibility. Indeed, the e refoLm

propo als have been described as the only original contribution

of American scholars and civic reformers to the art and science

of g-

Reform remains a live issue in American politics

whether the emphasis is on local governme- with reformers

attempting to respond to current demands for both neighborhood

governments and regional units, and at the state level with



continuing empha on increasing the executiie control of

the governor, and the very recently ann unced Presidential

proposals for reorganization of the executive departments

the national government. This penchant and enthus-asm for

reform and reo ganization is sometimes interpreted as a tech-

nique used by politicians to avoid significant substa tive

issues, or that hidden within the re== rm =nd reorganiztion

recommendations are substantive _plications politically

unwise to discu s openk

There -s, in fact, a substantial difference of

opinion as to the inter- .lationship between government struc-

ture and the sub-tantive policy outcomes of governmerLtal de-

cision-making. There is a body of thought which suggests

that st ucture is irreievan, that the substance of govern-

ment policy is a product of basic socio-economic factors which

are uninfluenced by the structural system through which deci-

sions are made. In fact, in recent years, political sci'm ists

have been somewhat concerned about the significance, .f anY,

of what goes on in the "little black box -- .e. the political

process. (2)
The overpowering significance of soci_-ec nomic

variables has tended to hide whatever significance the internal

political process may possess.
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variant of this ar the suggestion timit

structutE itself is a product of the d stribution of political

po -er, and therefore simply serves the interest of those polit-

iially po_erful. In this version, structure is important but

responds t- the same kinds of socio-ecc)nomic f--ces as do the

substantive policy decisions of government. C a-ging structure

will according to this argument have an impact on policy, but

only because

A

so-i -economic factors which influence"policy

are simultaneously affecting structural arra- gements.

Finally, there are those who claim that structure

has independent importance. Structure, it is claimed, deter-

mines, at least, the extent of accountability -hich governmen-

t-1 leaders have, the degree of visibility which government

possesses, and finally the e tent to which it can be democrat-

ically controlled. It is against these kinds of criteria that

most structural reforms are judged.

The most obvious and important criticism to be di-

rected against the argument that structure is unimportant, is

that structure teilds to lag behind the need for changes in

social policy. Because of this l g ch- acteristic, structure

acts as an obstacle to the respOnsiveness of government.



Political Scientists, Educators a_d Govern ent Structure

Although political scienti is and students of educa-

tion, with notable exceptions in both caps, have tended to

agree that structure is imp, nt, they have disagreed as to

what the structural r lationship between education and the rest
of government ought to be. Political scientists have argued

for a clearcut hiearchcai organizational system for govern-

ment, :ith education as a part of that total structure. Their

justif cation is based on a b lief that this kind of sy tem

provides visibility and accountability, encourages the rational

allocation of resources among functions of government, and

brings to all acti-ities of government the advantages of the

partisan political p_ocess through which the citizenry divides

ri-ources among functions of government. This belief has caus-

ed most political scientists to argue against special status

for any single activity of govern ent and, therefore, separate

and autonomous units for education are strongly opposed0 In

contrast, tL education c- munity generally support- such auto-

norny0 Arguments in support of this position includet a claimed

uniqueness for education, unique because it deals with children,

and the often special const tutional status of education making

it a state function. As a state function it should have, it is
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claimed, its own governmental system rather than being mixed

with other local functions.

Because of these characteristics, education should

aot be contaminated, it is argued, vith partisan politics

which are picturecL as being corrupt, based on patronage and

incon istent with the necessary professionalism of the edu-

3)
cator .

It can, of course, be argued and sometimes is, that

this emphasis by the educational 7!ommunity on the uniqueness,

and therefore t e need for autonomy of education, is a useful

political argument which often produces an increase in the re-

sources allocated to their function. This argument recognizes

that education and politics are inevitably inter i-ed but that

perpetuating the myth of the n npolitical character of educa-

ion is simply a tried and true technique to improve educa-

tion's position in the political process. As one scholar sug-

gests, "A political myth which is contrary to fact ma7serve

a group best in a political struggle when: (1) the group

which created uses it, (2) others have come to believe

and (3) the group does not it-elf believe in it as a des-

v

acription of eality.'m-- When these ccnditions change: then

is quite possible that maintaining the myth will no longer

5



serve the function--i.e produce de i ed policy or, better

said revenue advantages.

What difference does it make?

Although the argument between political scientists

and educato s about the wi dom of special status for education

has been around for a long time, it has not really been a mean-

ingful empirical discussion. Rather, most of the debate has

focused on arguments dra n from general principles rather than

fro- measur -ents of what difference the separation of the

govern ent of education from general government -akes. For-

tunately, in recent a number of resear-h studies about

the performance of the educon function ar beginning to

ask and tentatively ans er t e question, ilahat difference

does it make?"

There are a number of dimensions of th- "What d f-

ference does it make?" question which must be answered before

is possible to make definitive decisions on which to ba e

policy.

Such resear h should explore mote throughly thar

has to date:

The relationship of the structural organiza-
tion of education at all levels of government to
the quality of educational services provided to
the clients of the System._

71?
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The impact of these structural arrangements
on the role of the community, particularly the
community which comprises the immediate clients
of the system. Of particular importance is the
relationship between the role of the so-called
educational professionals to the non-professionals,
whether they be students or parents.

The importance of the division of educati n
decision-making among the levels of government
with emphasis on the impact of the higher levelst
i.e., federal and state government, on the local
school district.

The inter-relationship between sructure
and the amount of resources allocated to educa-
tion as compared to other functions of govern-
ment, and its impact on the allocation to dif-
ferent kinds of school districts, particularly
city, suburban and rural.

The impact of intergovernmental flows of
funds on the resources allocated to education.
Do such state and federal funds increase the
total resources applied to education, or are
they s4mply replacive of what otherwise would
be provided locally? What role does intergov-
ernmental aid play in equalizing educational
opportunity?

While current research findings do not provide an-

swers to all of these questions, there are a number of aspects

f the structural situation in education to which current re-

search does address itself. It is these aspects of the struc-

tdral issues on which I will now report. The issues to be

covered are: (1) the significance of independence-dependence

character of the local school district; ( ) the impact
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non-education expenditures on education expenditures; (3) the

role of state aid and the role of federal aid; and finally a

discussion of the relevance of the findings to some of the

cu, ent issues in the education field, with particular emphasis

on the i- ues embodied in the relationship of the governing

structure of education to its financing.

Independence: Asset or_IJ1Dilit-_

Perhaps the issue abouL which there has been bhe

greatest debate is the relative autonomous status of school

districts in the total state-local governmental sys e Al-

though the degree of autonomy varies substantially from one

dist-ict to another, the myth of keeping education out

politics provides a kind of auton-mv whatever the formal

sytem. Even in the case of a dependent school district,

co-te -inous with another u it of local govern ent, and which

has a -chool boa d appointed by the chief executive of that

local unit, the claim for special status is often respected.

Efforts have been made to measure the actual sig-

nificance of independence by trying to determine if this

characteristic results in education receiving more resources

than would otherwise be the case. A number of careful



analytiial studies have been made of this factor --d their

general conclusion is that it probably does not ake any dif-

ference. The researchers placed school districts on a con-

tinuum from complete indep_nd nce to complete dependence and

then measured the districts' position on that continuum a a4,nst

the amount of reflou.cos received.(5) The fi dings agreed that

the quantity of resources devoted to educa ion are more deter-

mlned by other factors -the nature of the community, the amount

of intergovern ental received, etc. tLn by the independence-

dependence vari ble. In fact, it appears that the degree of

independence does not have any sicaificant impact on any edu-

cational fiscal output.. Neither per student expenditures,

per capita expenditures, or per capita locally-raised taxes

for education shows any significant relationship to the degree

of independence.

- There are other aspects of the independence charac-

teristic which may in .ed have significance for the way the

education function is performed.. Directly related to independ-

ence is the so- alled "no politics" characteristic of this

function. Although it s clear that the claim of "no poli-

tics" is incorrect, bec use education as a public function

is a part of the political process, the claim itself can still



influence the nature of the political environment which sur-

rounds the function.

One scholar _as devoted attention to this issue

a_ ues that the "no politics" charact-ristic means:

. . conflict over public school crieotion lacks
a sustaining structure. This means thzt instead
of there being opposition to the established order
at all times, just because that is how the system
works, there is opposition only when there is some,-
thing to oppose. Again specific issues, sometimes
ideological, tend to be the motivating force. The
consequence of this situation is not only that
demands are focused on specifics. . . but also
that the authority system is not usually accus-
tomed to being opposed, and therefore it lacks
resilience. ,conflict is likely to come to it as
a disorganizing shock; whereas, in most democ-
ratic gove:-nmenti structured conflict is reco _
nized as the way the game is played. In school
government, it often seems to be regarded as a
rude and foreign intrusion.(6)

The periodic "crisis character" of t he gove nance

of education reFnits in chrInges coming to this function only

after heated community controversy. The controversy is 4=hen

usually settled by the school board replacing the superintend-

ent normally hiring one from outside the system who responds

to the issue which cre- ed the crisis in the first instance.(7)

Another characteristic of the independence of school

governance is the separation of resource raising for education

from that done for more general government. Very often the



raising of resources for education is done by public ref n-

dum, or separate votes on the school budget. In almost all

instances, the raising of cnpital is done through a referen-

dumprocess. Many educators have argued that this technique

of raising funds for education has given it a favored posi-

tion in he competition for ruources. It is quite possible

that histori ally this has been true, but currently taxpayers

a -e becoming increasingly concerned about their tax burden,

particularly their state-local burden, and it may well be

that education is o_e vulnerable to taxpayers revolts than

those functions which draw their funds from the g

enues of the system.

It is not surpri_ ng that taxpayers _

ne:al rev-

re revolting,

in view of the rapidly rising costs of general state and

local government and particularly education which h s aver-

aged a 9.7 annual growth in expenditures during the past

decade, while the gross national product has increa ed only

6.8 percent, and per capita personal income leus than that.

There is persuasive evidence that education is feeling the

impact of resulting tax revolts. In Calif° nia, 60 percent

of proposed increases in school taxes for new bond is ues

were turned down by the voters, while in Michigan 20 of 25
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requests for higher property tax rate were rejected, and even

31 out of 69 requests to continue current rates found the tax-

payer saying no. It is not known whether a system in which

suppo t for educa ion was drawn from a general local budget

would have suffered these kinds of setbacks, but it is clear

that the separate s.tatus of education makes it easier for the

voters to work out their frustrations on those pubiic expen-

ditures ,seRrately raised than those which are drawn froM a

general budget.

Im 4ct of Non ducation ELTarlftiti res_

Although not strictly a structu al issue, the impact

of non-education expenditures on educational ones is a useful

way of examining the interaction among functions of govern-

ment. These relationships are of considerable significance

when suburban and central city expenditure are compared. Gen-

erally, cent-al cities spend much more heavily for non-educa-

tion purposes than do suburbs. Per capita noneducation ex-
penditures in central cities acc _ding to the most recent

data available conptiflutes 166.7 percent of such expenditures

made in the areas outside the central cities (1.e., in the

suburbs), and non-educational taxes in the central-city areas

were 190 9 percent of tho e in the suburbs.(8)
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Careful analysis of this characterir ic does not

substantiate the common-sense hypothesis that higher non-

educ-tion expenditures cause lower education ones. In fact-

it ap ears that the two, education and non-education expen-

ditures, move together. If this finding is confirmed by

further analysis it follows that the implication for cen-

tral cities is a much heavier tax burden than that of their

suburbs since the cities must raise considerably more funds

to meet their non-educational n eds while simultaneously at-

tempting to maintain competitive educational expenditures.

This 'Iteeping up' problem raises the issue of the

maintenance of competitive positions by school districts

within the same region. The hgh-inciv suburbs are able to

devote substantial resources to the support of education

while the rest of the jurisdictions in their met opolitan

areas (poorer suburbs and central cities order to com-

pete for educational resources, must scramble to keep pace.

The result of this coretition, at least until the recent

taxpayers _evolt, r these lo -incOme jurisdictions

st-uggle to niaintain educational quality-against very

unfavorable odds.



e Role of state A 0

These disparities in local ability to support educa-

tion could be overcome, of course by an intergovernmental aid

pattern designed to put larger amounts of resources in juris-

dictions with less fiscal ability. Only in this way would

genuine fiscal equaliz-t -n result.

As is now known, state educaticn a d does not work

that way. The reason is that in the majority of states the

amount of ald received is inversely related to local property

value per student. Since the formulae do not usually take

into account either the special education needs of students

concentrated in some school districts, nor the variations in

the non-education f s al burden on the local prop_ ty base,

the result is a larger flow of aid to those scho l districts

which already are relatively well off.

The jurisdictions which have both disadvantages--

i.e. students with --ecial education needs and a heavy non-

educ rien burdenare, -f course the largest central cItis.

These cities are in a more difficult position additionally

because of the cost differentials for land acquisitions, in-

surance payments Maintenance costs and other higher costs

whiCh generally exist within large urban places Since the



4id formula does not take in o account any of these diff n-

tials, the result in most states is greater aid going to sub-

urban school jurisdictions than to central city districts.

For example, in California state a d per pupil in the central

citie is $234.29, while for the suburban areas it is $275.78

For New York the similar figures are $372.51 for central

cities, and $ 474,06 for their suburbs. Similar data could

be provided for other states. (See Appendix - Table 1)

The overall impact of these disparities in aid sup-

port can only be determined by examining whether aid is addi-

tive or replacive of local tax effort. Does aid, for example,

tend to act as a depress-nt of loc 1 t x effort, or is 't
.

M-

ply additive to that effort wlth local, tax effort determined

independently by the socio-econo ic characteristics of the

community and the need bor. revenues for other governmental

functions2

general, aid is, at least in part additive-

Beyond that generalization, it is more difficult to Make a

definitiVe statement But it does appear that aid tends to

be more additive in subu=bS than in large central cities.

A study based on 1957 data found that fo- -very dollar of



aid given to suburbs there was a dollar of increased expendi-

tures for education; that is ihcre -as no replacive effect.

While for central cities, the si ilar figure was a 70-ce6t

increase in expenditures for every additional dollar of aid

thereby indicating that to some degree aid was replacive of

locally rai_ed funds for education, with those funds in all

probability being.siphoned off to be used for other functions

f government.(9)

A more recent study r=firms the same kind of sub-

urban-central city disparity but -t lawer figures. For sub-

urbs- it is suggested that aid is additive by about 60 cents

per dollar of a d, while in central cities the addition is

(10)
about 22 cents.-

These findings demonstrate the disadvantaged posi

tion in which the present state aid system places cities. Not

only do they receive less aid than their suburbs, but their

aid does not increase educational expenditures as much as sub-

urban aid does.

This aid behavior added to the non-education fiscal

responsibilities of cities helps te) eXplain why total local

tax bUrdens in citie_ tend to be Considerably higher than

those of most suburb (11)
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The Role of Federal_Ai0

since state aid doer; not offset the disparities in

the local revenue base among school districts does fedeal

aid? A partial answer to that question is that fede:al aid

does not because it is not sufficient. In 1970-71 such aid

constitutes only 6.9 percent of total revenue devoted to pub-

lic elementary and s condary schools. This figure i6 less

than the 7 9 percent figure for 1965-66, but oven this s -all

amount of support which makes practically no contribution

because of how it is distributed to correcting the imbalances

created by variations in local fiscal bases and the behavior

of state aid!. Although there is con iderable variation from

state to state, the largest gainers from federal aid are nei-4

ther cent al city nor suburban dist ict 0 but rath. r rural

areas, those parts of states outside the metropolitan area.

In California, for examplel the central cities received on

the average, in 1967, $39.00 per student from fede al aid;

while the sUburban jurisdictions surrounding these central

cities the amount was $40 00; the comparable figure for 110-

metropolitan part- of the state was $54 00. Xn contrast, in

New yotk the cent-al cities received $64.00, while the suburb*

and the non-metropolitan pa-t7 of that state received. Only

$31.00. (See Appendix - Table II)
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The one part of the feder 1 aid package which does

contribute o offseting the imbalance among school di tr cts

within states is Title I of the El mentary ariid Secondary EdUW

cation Act. Although this program has not been s carefully

focused on disadvantaged pupils wit n school districts as

was intended by its authors,(12) the aid has flowed to those

di t icts which possess the greate t need. For example, in

California the central city received $19.64 per pupil, in

contrast to _ts suburbs which received $11 09. In New York

the comparable figures !ere $53.90 for the central city, and

$12.35 for outs de central city areas. (13)
(See Appendix

Table I)

In summ_ry, the intergovernmental flow of funds

within the educational governance system does not offset the

disparities in local revenue bases among school districts.

State aid runs c unter to any such correctional impact, while

federal aid in total is newly neutral and only Title I of the

Elementary and Scondary Education Act provides any corrective

flow. From th se findings it appears that the intergovern-

mental aid system, probably results in overall greater re.,.

sources being allocated to education, but does not offset

the dispariticS in local tax bases among school districts.



These characte istics of the intergovernmental flows of funds

raises questions about how such flows might be altered and

whether there are possibilit cs of changing the structural

system to accomplish that

4tate. Distribution of Federal_Aid

Another important aspect of educational governance

is the Pr cess at the state level used to divide federal funds.

A current study of this process concent:'ates on how states

determIne the distribution of those federal funds which pass

through the states on their way to local school dist= icts.
(14)

In the five states studied (N4210 York, california,

Massachusetts, Texas and Virginia) it was found that the

decisions about the distribution of federal aid were made

almost exclusively by state education departments. The state

political process, eithsr legislative or executive, does not

appear to influence-or even become involved in the distribu-

tion, among school districts within the state, of federal funds

which pass through state education departments. the cases

where the departments had considerable freedom in the dist-'

bution of the funds, the distribution pattern closely followed that

Of state aide For thtiSe programs characterized by fairly

20
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strict federal cuidelines, these cuidelines determined the

distribution of the funds.

ication Dcisimat_the State Level_

Since the role of both federal and state aid is

heavily dependent upon the decision-making process at the

state level, as are most other educational issues,

important to try to under nd that process. Sufficient

stu ies of --is process have not been made to offer any

conclusive alizations about s nature. However, in

recent years enough have been done to su gest some hypoth-

eseso

The basic constituency of state education dep- -t-

ments, and the appropriate conlmittees within state legisla-

tures, include organizations of school board members, school

administrators, teachers and educationally interested lay

groups. To the extent that these groups present a common

fro _t, they are normally able to have an enormous influence

on education-1 policy :aking. In fact their ability to

agree usually results in their recommendations being ac-

cepted by state legislatures- except for some reduction.in

their financial demands.

20



For many years, these groups we e rurally oriented,

and it was to this orientation that state departments of :du-

cation responded. Further, state legislatur :s normally pos-

sessed the same rural orientation. A relatively harmonious

set of relationships emerged, therefore, at the state level,

resulting in a variety of significant educational innovations,

including, of cclIrse, the consolidated school district.

This happy confluence of forces at the state lcvel

appears to be disintegrating. In som: states, top officials

in educa-ion departments are beginning to c ncern the-selves

with urban rather than rural education. Teachers groups are

finding it increasingly difficult to make common cause with

organizations of school administrators and sch ol board mem-

bers. Teachers groups themselves are in confli t, particula

ly branches of the NEA and teachers u ions, while within both

organizations there are growing differences betwe-n teachers

from different type school districts.

On the basis of a variety of studies of state edu-

cational politics, 0n3 scholar bclieves he has found four

stages in the relationship of education to state govTrnment.

The first stage is characterized by a strong local arienta

tion, with the legislature being influenced primarily by

22
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local educational notables with state legislatures working

out compromises when there are differences of view among

local leaders.

The second stage, which today characterizes a good

number of states finds the educational interest groups com-

bined in sa e kind of common body and present a consensus of

v e-s on educational matters to both the state education de-

partment and to the appropriate legislative committees.

The thi_d stage, toward which a number of states

are now mw-ing, finds these various groups divided over sig-

nificant issues and as a result present conflicting recom-

mendations to their legislatures. The fourth stage, at which

perhaps only one state, Illinois, has arried, finds the cre-

ation of a formal governmental institution designed to bring

together the contending parties. The unit in Illinois is

called the School Problems Commission nd included not only

professional education leaders but legislators, as well as

representative- from more general citizens groups such as

the ChaMber of Commerce. This group's consensus is then _-

sented to the appropriate legislative bodies.(15)

The relationship between a state's stage of develop-

ment and *ts educational outputs is not clear, but the movement

23
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is in the direction of educ- -ion issues becoming more a par

of the political process than they have been in the past. It

is quite possible that this change will cause some of the is-

sues raised here about how state and federal aid will become

more active political issues .

gbIlaiaa_LtIt_struc ure

There have been variety of suggestions for alter-

ing the structural system which governs educatior Perhaps

the most hotly debated of these proposals is the wisdom of

(16)full state assumption f education financing. What is

known about the fiscal aspects of education provides some

clues about the significance of this kind of change.

A shift to state financing would eliminate the

current system of state a d to local districts. Since it

has been found that aid to some extent, is additive to local

effort, it is quite possible that the movement to full state

financing would reduce the total resources allocated to edu-

cation. In fact, other findings concerning the significance

of the assignment of fiscal responsibility within governmen-

tal system confirms this conclusion. In general highest

state-local expenditures are found in state-local governmen-

tal system, whlch assicn biiej

24
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to their local governments while maintaining a large flow

of aid funds from the state level to local governmen s (17)

These findings clearly suggest that state assumption might

reduce overall resources allocated to education

On the other h-nd, it is not at all certain how

full sta e financing would affect the quality of educational

services. As teachers make more and more demands and,use

the union device for increasing the amount of resources al-

located to teacher salarie, t may be that extra funds which

increased aid would provide for education would lead only.to

higher pers -nel costs rather than improved educational qual-

'ty. It is simply not known whether unions would be as effec-

tive in bargaining in a statewide 4ystem as they are when

being able to play one school district off against another

as is now the case. Nevertheless, the potential for pinpoint-

ing and focusing educaticsnal resources would probably be

greater in a state finance system than in one characterized

by competing local school districts.

Perhaps this ability to focus educational resources

would be the greatest advantage of state assumption. Curren

disparities in support of educational aervices among school

districts cOuld be overcome/ but whether a state would take

25
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such action depends upon how the political process would

allocate resources completely state controlled. One thing

is certain, l_gislatures would give it more attention th n

they now do. Whether such legislative attention would re-

sult in more equity in the distribution of resources is not

known, but the visibility of that was happening would be

much greater in this k nd of system than that of the current,

complex set of intergovernmental arrangements.

Important to the issue of full state financing

is whether a local supplement would be per- itted. on the

one hand, it i often argued tha those communities which

would like to improve the quality of education provided in

their schools should be allowed to do so, but if local sup-

plement tion is pe mitted, there would be a repetition of the

current disparities between rich and poor areas within a

state. An often suggested compromise is to allow a local

supplement of no more th n ten percent at least the dispar-

ities would not be (18great as they now are.

It mil, also be argued that f1.1 state assumption

of responsibility for ed caion runs directly counter to

current demands, heard particularly in large cities, for

school decentralization and community control. Actually
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would probably be as easy, if not easier, to decentralize

within a state system as within the present local district

system. More importantly it might be possible within a state

system to provide the necessary additional resources to those

decentralized areas possessing large numbers of disadvantaged

pupils. One of the primary difficulties with present large

central city decentralization schemes is that they do not

provide the additional resources required to make education

effective in disadvantaged areas.
(19)

Those who fear that full state.assumption will

mean the end of a long history of local control of schools

should look again at the reality of the sy tem of education-

al government. Financed and to one degree or another influ-

enced by at least three levels of government--local, state

and federal--there is no longer cause to argue that there are

any genuinely autonomous units left in the.system. Indeed,

the whole governmental system--education and non-education--

characterized by interdependency.

In.additions recent studies have concluded that

centralization and decentralization are not inconsistent

concepts, rather they have suggested that it is quite possible
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to have financing at one level and policy-making and other

kinds of control at another. (20)
State financing, therefore,

is not inconsistant with small, local unite, and, more im-

portantly, it cou d equalize present tax-base dispar ties

among school dist,ricts, as could, of course, a more equitable

state a d sy tem.

Cha ac -f P Aid

Most students of educational affairs agree:that

federal aid for education is a permanent function of educa-

tional finance and that its amount should be substantially

increased. The agreement rapidly disappears when the discus-

sion turns to what form such aid should take? Present rev-

enue-sharing and block grant proposals of the national ad-

ministration have moved this issue to the center of the po-

litical :-tage.

Although current knowledge about how aid performs

does not provide a conclusive answer t- the wisdom of these

proposals, it does tell us something bout how such new aid

systems are likely to perform.

General revenue sharing, if allowed to be applied

to education, would serve the interests of suburban schools



better than those in central cities. To the extent such aid

was di. tributed to local school distiicts by the state, there

is no reason to assume its distribution would be any differ-

ent than that of state-raised revenues. For those revenues

automatically passed through the state to local governments

it is likely that larger portions would be used for non-edu-

cation functions than for educatiOn ones in cities, while the.

opposite -.)uld occur in the suburbs.

Much the same generalization c-uld be made about

federal block grants for education. Except for Title I of

ESEA current federal aid is not distributed very differently

than state aid. The Title I experience seems to suggest that

stronger rather than weaker guidelines a e needed if federal

aid is to be used to offset the discriminatory character of

present state-local financial systems.(21)

A New Structure for Educ tion?

If the purpose of examining the current st uctu al

characteri tics ofproviding educational services is to de-

sign a new structure, that structure must maxlmize resources

flowing to education while simultaneously distributing those

funds on the basis of educational need rather than political
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influence. It must additionally optimize the quality of edu-

cation services while guaranteeing a substantial client con-

tribution to educational decision-making. Such a system :ould

have the following character stics.

1 State assumption of full financial respon-
sibility for education;

2. A large increase in federal aid .with strong
guidelines for focusing the aid on educa-
tional

A decentralized system of local districts
below the state level (with perhaps a re-
gional level between the state and these
decentralized districts);

Only if a regional system is used would a
local financial supplement be permitted;

At the state level education should become
an executive department like any other,
with its head appointed by-the 'Governor.

I think the reasons for most of these recommenda-

s 1f-evident, but perhaps two need further comment.

The regional suggestion i3 made primarily for th

larger -tates and is also offered as a means of permitting

a 1 cal financial supplement. On a regional basis such a

supplement makes the most sense because it could be drawn

f om a much larger and more varied tax base. Such local re

solzrces could then be distributed within the region on the
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basis of educational need. Further a regional level would

provide a basis for providing specialized educational oppor-

tunities which would not be possb1e because of small size

by decentralized districts.

The final suggestion of a state education depart-

ment directly responsible the governor is based on the

ry large role which the state would play in this new system,

and the increisingly dysfunctional role of the "independence"

'and "no-politics" characteristics of education. Current pub-

lic attitudes about state-local taxes suggest that education

could do as well fiscally, if not better, if e part of

the general budget of the state, rather than isolated from

the regular budg-ta y process by arrangements -hich attempt

to perpetuate the "no-politics" myth.

Finally, but importantly, the evidence now avail-

able is by no means conclusive. This proposed system is drawn

from my reading of "the hints and hunches" suggested by the

research available. Another student of these matters might

draw quite different conclusions.
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All Arns
Than 5 0: 300 Population

Aopc2ndix

Comrison of ESEA Title I with State Aid
For School Disfrict n ftetropolitan Areas

1967

h Largar
Stat,-.) Aid

pupil) (pc3r pupil)

California
CC**(N=7_ $ 19.64 $ 234.29OCC (N=119 11.0 275.70

New Yb
CC (N=5) 53. 0 372.51OCC (H=73) 12.35 494. 6

Taxas
CC (N= 19.67 174-26OCC (N= 12.25 'OP, 5

Michigan
CC (N=1) 37.15 230.13OCC (N=31) 7.86 271.26

Massa
CC N=1 32.33 236.00OCC (N=26) 7.95 110.26

= C ntral City
0-- = Outsidz ccm.tral ci

(sulpurban ring)
Y cion oz rivAropolitan (nr

Sour Federal Aid to Education StudYD Syracu. e Uni_rsity
Policy Institute and Maxw-11 Graduate School.
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By Centr
Federal Aid and Total Revenue

City: Outside Central City: and Mon-Platropo tan Areas,

te

1967

2-
Aid

Total
Rvrxu

Cnlifornia
Central City
Outside Central Cl-y
Non-Matro

$39
40
54

317

York
Central Ci- GB 376
Outside Contrcl City 31 1037
Yon-Metro 31 923

Texas
Cantral City 479
Outside Central C 465
Non-Metro 535

M_chigan
Central City 29 683
Outside Central City 17 666
Non-Metro 30 620

Massachusett
Central City 675
Outside Central City 779
Non-Metro n.a. n.a.

A i c1

7.7
3.0
3.4

7.9
7.4

11.3

4.2
2.5
4.3

10 2
4.8
n.a.

Source: Joel S. Berke, Stephen K. Biley4 Alan K. Cc_mpbell
and Seymour Sacks 7ederal_Ai_d_to_.Education: ho
Benefits? A Committee print of the U.S. Senate
Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity
92nd Congre, ist Session, April 1971.
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